
 

 

 

 

 

4. 2.1 Copulative Terms  

 Copulative term is come from the terms „couple‟.  

 Scene 1# 

Prepared of passengers before went to flight. 

Burke to passengers:  

Let‟s go I want to see your boarding pass please.  

Hey how‟s your buddies, and storm is approaching we gotta get on the 

plane to the tarmac. It‟s fucking freezing up, let‟s go.  

Here, Fuck means “situation” that the plane will flight. And the passenger 

must be shut down in the chair. It showed that Burke annoyed with his friends and 

angry to them. The swear words above “Fuck” was express of Burke to delivery 

his message. 

 Scene  3# 

The plane crashed, Flannery looking offended, stands up and finds a seat 

elsewhere, after bad turbulence, their plane crashes and Ottway finds himself 

desolate in snow covered hill, after surveying his surrounding he finds the plane 

wreckage and hears Flannery calling for help. 

Ottway finds Flannery pinned under his seat and tries to help him up 

Flannery: Help me! Help me! 

Ottway : I got you. 

Flannery: Holy fucking me down, oh my God, I can‟t. 



 

 

 

 

Here, “fuck” means “condition”. Flannery gets up from the crashed. His feet 

wound. His physical was wound too. The condition worsens. Flannery swears 

“fuck” to make other people hear him to help him from the crashed. 

 Scene 4# 

After helping Flannery, Ottway found Hernandez next who was totally 

disorientated. 

       Hernandez : What happened? 

       Ottway  : The plane went down, man. The plane crashed. 

Hernandez : Oh, no! No! No! That's bullshit! That's fucking bullshit!          

I'm just asleep! 

The word “Fuck” means that Hernandez didn‟t believe for the condition at the 

time. He was shock. Ottway tried to make Hernandez believe about that with said 

“we crashed”. Fuck was expressing of Hernandez to Ottway.  

 Scene 5# 

Hernandez looked around him at the plane wreckage 

Hernandez: Oh, my God! Oh, my God! This is so fucked up! I can't fucking 

believe it. Are their lots of people dead? 

Ottway: Yes. But I need you to help me find the one's that aren't. 

The word “fuck” means Hernandez saw people around the crashed was died. 

Full of blood, full of people pain and full of people injured. But Ottway effort to 

made Hernandez wake up from it and help another. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Scene 7# 

Lewenden over at looked Hendrick, who was sat next to him crying, Hendrick 

put his hand over Lewenden's hand as he tried to hold the blood coming out of his 

abdomen, Lewenden then spammed and looked at Ottway as he slowly breathed 

his last breath and died. 

Flannery: Is he just fucking died? 

   He is fucking died, didn‟t he? 

The context of “fuck” means that he didn‟t believe that one of his friends died. 

Flannery so shocked about it. The swear word “fuck” spoken by Flannery two 

times in the same time. Fuck was expressing of Flannery emotion to himself 

because Lawenden died cause the crashed. 

 Scene 10# 

As they all looked for anything that burns to build a fire 

Talget : We gotta do something with the bodies. 

Flannery : Fuck the bodies! Fuck the bodies! Grab what burns, or you're 

gonna be a body! 

Burke: Relax, Rapo. Relax. 

Flannery: You fucking relax. Telling me to relax. 

The word “fuck” means emotion. Flannery felt angry with other friend 

because his body was so injured, Burke and Talget tried to calm Flannery about 

his condition. Fuck spoken by Flannery twice in one sentence, he spoke because 

Burke and Talget made him angry about the situation above. 

 



 

 

 

 

 Scene 17# 

As they were burying the bodies, Diaz noticed one of the corpses has an 

expensive watch. 

Diaz: Ah, check this fucking thing out. 

Hernandez: Jesus, Diaz. Don't do that. 

Diaz: No, man. I saw one of these once. It's got a beacon, you know? GPS 

The word “fuck” means Diaz so glad that he found something expensive, 

something good and something brilliant,  but Hernandez ban to not take it. 

Hernandez tried to suggest Diaz.  

 Scene 20# 

Diaz found money in the wallet 

Diaz: And since you cocksuckers didn't give us a holiday bonus, I'm gonna 

accept this on behalf of my homies. 

Ottway: Put that back. Put it back! We're not looting dead bodies for swag. 

Diaz: You got lucky today, Ottway. You should be lying there with them. 

Don't push it! 

Ottway: I'm not gonna say it again! 

Diaz: I'm a fucking take a big step back! 

The word “fuck” showed Diaz emotion with Ottway because he didn‟t agree 

that Diaz take the wallet. The “fuck” shows that Ottway makes Diaz angry and 

Ottway want Diaz turn back the wallet from it. Fucking was one of expressing 

Diaz to hear Ottway by throw the wallet. 

 



 

 

 

 

 Scene 37# 

Just then small pack of wolves appear and taken down Flannery 

Flannery: No! No! No! Help me! Help me! 

Ottway hears Flannery's faint call for help and looked behind him 

Ottway: Oh, fuck! Flannery! 

Everyone turned and run back to help Flannery but they're too late, the wolves 

killed Flannery. 

Flannery leaved by his friends. Suddenly wolve came and killed Flannery. The 

fuck means that Ottway felt regret because he can‟t help Flannery. Other friends 

too late to help him from the wolves and Finally Flannery died. 

 Scene 40# 

Just as they were getting closer to the tree line the pack of wolves start was 

getting close to their heels, they run into the forest and hurriedly assemble a fire. 

In the forest the five remaining survivors listen as dozens of wolves surround 

them and they hear a loud shriek of pain and growling erupt from one direction. 

Diaz: What the fuck was that? 

Ottway: The Alpha. They went at him, he put it down. Whatever...whatever 

that challenge was, the Alpha put it down. 

The word “fuck” means Diaz hear the sound of Alpha in the middle of their 

journey. Alpha was one of the wolves. It was bigger than wolves. Fuck was 

spoken by Diaz because he was hearing the Alpha sound and Ottway was 

reflecting to call “the Alpha”. 



 

 

 

 

 The last scene 54#  

After Diaz died, Ottway just walk alone. 5minutes later in the middle of his 

journey, he meets some wolves around him. 

They are fucking den. 

It is their fucking den. 

Here, fuck “situation” that ottway stay around with the wolves. Ottway 

uttered swear words two times in the one minutes. Ottway spoke “fuck” to 

wolves, he was alone, and all his friends was died. Fuck above means he called 

the wolves from the forest to come besides him. 

4.2.2 Excretory Term 

In this term many things that are from human body will appear. Here are 

the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below: shit 

 Scene 1# 

Ottway and other crewman from the drilling company board a commuter jet, 

Ottway taken his seat and take out his letter to read but a man interrupted him as 

he sit next to him 

Flannery: It is as cold as this motherfucker has ever been, huh? I ain't shitting 

either, man. I stripped down for the shower and icicles are formed on my nuts. 

I didn't even think that shit was possible. 

The “shit” means Flannery think that the condition was real. Shit was 

expressing of Flannery to express the condition at the time in the plane. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Scene 8#  

Ottway found a lighter and tried lighting up to make sure it works 

Ottway: If they send fifty planes, maybe they'll find us. But they won't send 

fifty planes, because it won't matter, because...we won't have time to wait for 

the one or two that they will send. 

Diaz: Wilburt doesn't give a fuck. Wilburt doesn't give a fuck. Nobody gives a 

shit about us. You know how much payroll they just pocketed in this crash? 

The word “shit” spoken by Diaz to response Ottway about the plane and the 

crashed. Ottway hope that there was a plane came to help them from Wilbert, but 

Diaz thought that it was impossible to get it, and it was spending the money a lot. 

 Scene 13# 

After Ottway has been bitten by a wolf  

Ottway: Maybe I'll turn into a wolfman now, huh? 

Flannery: Wait, that shit's not real, right? You mean, you can't 

The word “shit” above used by Flannery to Ottway that it was impossible 

Ottway trun in a wolfman.Shit means the expressing of Flannery about the 

something unreality. 

 Scene 16# 

Diaz : When did you come king shit fucking animal expert all of a sudden? 

Ottway : They paid me to kill those things, to keep them from killing you. So it 

makes sense for me to know they're man eaters and they don't give a shit about 

berries and shrubs. There's blood in the air, and there's death. They know we're 



 

 

 

 

wounded, they can smell it. Hopefully they won't fuck with us. We need to move 

these bodies out of here. And then we've gotta find food. 

The word “shit” above means the real meaning. Shit spoken by Ottway to talk 

about wolves. It would smell the people that they were injured. The wolves would 

always oversee people who around the forest. Ottway has a idea that he and his 

friends should be gone over there.  

 Scene 18# 

 

Takes the watch of the dead body and find the GPS and activates it. 

Diaz: Yeah. Holy shit! Holy shit, man! It works. It's beeping! This things can 

reach out like forty thousand feet. 

Here, “shit” means the GPS can use to help other from the crashed. Shit 

spoken by Diaz to express his condition when he found a GPS. 

4.2.3 Body Function Term 

In this term many things that are from human body will appear. Here are 

the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below: ass  

 Scene 2# 

Ottway makes no response and just looks annoyed  

Flannery: I'm Flannery, by the way. Todd. You're Aman, right? 

Ottway: Ottway. 

Flannery: Oh, oops! Sorry, bro. Ottway, yeah. So, you blast British for a 

living, huh? You do some of that snipe issue. What's the biggest piece of game 

you've taken down? You know I saw that documentary that asshole did. You 

know, the fag who loves ba... 



 

 

 

 

The word “ass” used by Flannery to get the anttention from Ottway. He talked 

about the biggest piece of game. Flannery was showing his style to Ottway to get 

the response of him. 

 Scene 42# 

As they hear the wolves makes noises around them in the forest. 

Diaz: I recommend you kissin' my ass. What, are you the booze police now? 

You fucking guys, with your rules and orders and bullshit. Where are we? 

Look around. This is fuck city, population five and dwindling. Two days, 

three maybe, if we really pull our shit together. Who's in charge of that right 

now? 

The word “ass” means the real meaning from the Diaz. Diaz hears the sound 

of wolves around him. He used his ass by the expressing emotion.  

4.2.4 Sexual Irregularities Term 

In this term many things that are from human body will appear. Here are 

the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below: bitch, son of bitch 

 Scene 44# 

Diaz points to Ottway 

Diaz: This fucking guy? The great white hunter, with his jerry rigged 

fucking wolf sticks. 

Talget: Why are you constantly breaking balls and bitching about 

everything? 



 

 

 

 

 word “bitching” spoken by Talget that Tlaget was emotion to the Diaz. 

Because Diaz was the one person who disagrees about made a stick to killed the 

wolves. Bitching means the expressing emotion of Talget. 

 Scene 50# 

In pain as Talget's face is all busted  

Talget: Son of a bitch! 

Diaz turns to Ottway again, holding his knife up 

The word “bitch” used by the characters which express their emotion in 

some wolves. 

The word above means the real meaning. Son of bitch spoken by Talget to 

gave the expressing to his friends about something use to killed the wolves. 

 

4.2.5 Animal Term 

In this term many things that are from human body will appear. Here are 

the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below: Bullshit, dog, monkey, 

etc. 

 Scene 4# 

After helping Flannery Ottway finds Hernandez next who's totally 

disorientated. 

Hernandez: What happened? 

Ottway: The plane went down, man. The plane crashed. 



 

 

 

 

Hernandez: Oh, no! No! No! That's bullshit! That's fucking bullshit! I'm just 

asleep! 

Ottway: We crashed. 

The plane was broke and the people fall in the cold weather. One of the 

passengers was shock about that.  

The swear words means “condition”. Hernandez didn‟t believe with the crash. 

He was like dream. He was still in the plane with his friends. 

 Scene 26# 

Diaz freaks out and goes inside the fuselage 

Ottway: There's trees out there, if we can get to that tree line, they might back 

off. If they see that we're leaving, they might. 

Diaz: Fuck that! What they might do? Bullshit! 

The word means “emotion”. Diaz start emotion with Ottway‟s opinion 

because ottway made a decision to go from the crashed and go to the tree line and 

. He showed his provoke. It means he didn‟t satisfy with Ottway‟s plan or ideas. 

 Scene 41# 

Diaz throws a stick at each guy 

Ottway: Blacken the tips with in the fire, guys. Makes them harder, stronger. 

Diaz: Really, boys? This is what's come down too, huh? This MacGyver 

bullshit? 

No one answers Diaz as they get on with their task of sharpening the ends of 

their sticks. 



 

 

 

 

The word means that Diaz showed to Ottway that he didn‟t believe about 

Ottway‟s idea. He was not satisfied with Ottway for his idea. 

4.2.6 Mother in Law 

In this term many things that are from human body will appear. Here are 

the examples which will be mentioned on the scene below: Motherfucker 

 Scene 1# 

The time shows „Night” the seven of them rest. Ottway and other crewman 

from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes his seat and takes 

out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to him and Ottway 

and other crewman from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes 

his seat and takes out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to 

him. 

Flannery: It is as cold as this motherfucker has ever been, huh? I ain't 

shitting either, man. I stripped down for the shower and icicles are formed on my 

nuts. I didn't even think that shit was possible.  

The word means “condition” the condition in the time was so cold. He was 

dislike with the situation. Ottway maked no response and just looks annoyed. 

 Scene 19# 

Ottway has been bitten by a wolf. 

Ottway: Maybe I'll turn into a wolfman now, huh? 

Flannery: Wait, that shit's not real, right? You mean, you can't. 

Diaz: Ass-wipe, what do you think? Really? 



 

 

 

 

Flannery: I don't know, man. I mean like Rabies, or whatever. I didn't think the 

motherfucker was gonna grow paws and teeth and shit. 

The “motherfucker” means Flannery response Diaz‟s statement. Flannery felt like 

a man who people were not need him. He was angry about it. His Motherfucker 

showed his emotion to his friends.  

 Scene 25# 

Diaz freaks out and goes inside the fuselage  

Hendrick: How did we not hear them? How many did it take to do that? 

Ottway: We could dig in; make some kind of a stand, not much cover though. 

Flannery: Woh! Woh! What do you mean, a stand? Like fight those 

motherfucking giant things? Are you out of your mind? 

The word means Flannery was emotion to Henrick and Ottway. He was not 

agree if they were still over there and attacked the wolves. So he uses his word to 

delivery his emotion to them.  

 Scene 36# 

As they all set out toward the treeline, Flannery falls way behind the group 

Flannery: Don't worry about me, motherfuckers! If any of you wanna run off 

into the trees, that's cool too. 

Motherfucker means Flannery walk with his friends in the middle he leaved 

by his friends. The condition was cold and Flannery weak to continue his journey. 

He swears to express his condition at the time. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4.4 Table 

No Categories of Swear 

Words 

Number % 

1 Copulative  117 67,2% 

2 Excretory 23 13,2% 

3 Body Function 10 5,8% 

4 Sexual Irregularities 3 1,7% 

 

5 Animal 10 5,8% 

6 Mother in Law 11 6,3% 

Total:           174        100% 

 

4.4.1 Table Description 

The formula = The each number of the categories of swear words X 100 % 

   The all number of the categories of swears words 

 The researcher knew the each number of the categories by counting the 

swear words in the script of “The Grey” movie. The researcher also took a note 

the swear words in the video of “The Grey” movie. And the result of the table 

below was corrected. 

The table above was also the example of percentages each categories of 

swear words in “The grey” movie. The apparently Copulative Term was the most 

frequent swear words that were spoken by the characters in the movie “The Grey” 

which reached 67,2%. The others are Excretory Term 13,2%, Mother in Law 



 

 

 

 

6,3%, Body Function 5,8%, Animal Term 5,8%, and the last was Sexual 

Irregularities Term which reached 1,7%.  

4.5 The Purpose of the Swearing Word by the Characters 

 The purpose of the swearing words are create attention, Discredit, provide 

catharsis, identification, provoke, to insult, and the last is to show term of 

endearment. 

4.5.1 Create Attention 

 They want to be the central attention among others people and people can 

know his or her condition. 

 Conversation 1 

One of John‟s Ottway friends called “Burke” said: 

Let‟s go I want to see your boarding pass please.  

Hey how‟s your buddies, and storm is approaching we gotta get on the 

plane to the tarmac. It‟s fucking freezing up, let‟s go. 

The purpose of Burke swears “fucking” to get attention from another 

passenger. Burke wanted the passengers were sitting in the plane. So he swear that 

to get more attention to other or public. 

 Scene  3# 

The plane crashed, Flannery looking offended, stands up and finds a seat 

elsewhere, after bad turbulence, their plane crashes and Ottway finds himself 

desolate in snow covered hill, after surveying his surrounding he finds the plane 

wreckage and hears Flannery calling for help. 



 

 

 

 

Ottway finds Flannery pinned under his seat and tries to help him up 

Flannery: Help me! Help me! 

Ottway : I got you. 

Flannery: Holy fucking me down, oh my God, I can‟t. 

 Scene 1# 

The time shows „Night” the seven of them rest. Ottway and other crewman 

from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes his seat and takes 

out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to him and Ottway 

and other crewman from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes 

his seat and takes out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to 

him. 

Flannery: It is as cold as this motherfucker has ever been, huh? I ain't 

shitting either, man. I stripped down for the shower and icicles are formed on my 

nuts. I didn't even think that shit was possible.  

4.5.2 Discredit 

The plane was broke and the people fall in the cold weather. One of the 

passengers was shock about that. And he says “Henrick‟ 

 Wow, no, no its bullshit, fucking bull damn I just asleep. 

The purpose is including discredit. It means that he doesn‟t like with the crash 

and is not believe. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Scene 1# 

The time shows „Night” the seven of them rest. Ottway and other crewman 

from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes his seat and takes 

out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to him and Ottway 

and other crewman from the drilling company board a commuter jet, Ottway takes 

his seat and takes out his letter to read but a man interrupts him as he sits next to 

him. 

Flannery: It is as cold as this motherfucker has ever been, huh? I ain't 

shitting either, man. I stripped down for the shower and icicles are formed on my 

nuts. I didn't even think that shit was possible.  

The purpose above was showing that Flannery dislike about the condition 

of the night. It called discredit purpose to express things that in reality. 

4.5.3 Provide Catharsis 

 Scene 6# 

Inside the fuselage, along with Ottway, there was half dozen survivors, 

one of them, Lewenden is hurt badly, blood is spurting from his abdomen 

Lewenden: This is way too much blood. Oh! Fuck 

 The purpose of the conversation above was providing catharsis. Lawenden 

was injured with the body. He showed his feeling by spoken swear word to show 

other that he was sick and need help. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

4.5.4 Identification 

 Scene 2# 

Ottway makes no response and just looks annoyed  

Flannery: I'm Flannery, by the way. Todd. You're Aman, right? 

Ottway: Ottway. 

Flannery: Oh, oops! Sorry, bro. Ottway, yeah. So, you blast British for a 

living, huh? You do some of that snipe issue. What's the biggest piece of game 

you've taken down? You know I saw that documentary that asshole did. You 

know, the fag who loves ba. 

The purpose of the conversation above was show Flannery identification. 

Flannery tried to talk to Ottway about himself, but Ottway didn‟t care. 

4.5.5 Provoke 

 Scene 4# 

After helping Flannery Ottway finds Hernandez next who's totally 

disorientated. 

Hernandez: What happened? 

Ottway: The plane went down, man. The plane crashed. 

Hernandez: Oh, no! No! No! That's bullshit! That's fucking bullshit! I'm just 

asleep! 

Ottway: We crashed. 

The purpose of the conversation above was to provoke. Hernandez swears that 

he wanted to get respect from Ottway.   

 

 



 

 

 

 

4. 5.6 To insult 

 In this section, the researcher did not found the examples of using swear 

words in purpose to insult. As had been mentioned before, this research is limited 

only in the using swear words in “The Grey” movie. So none of the characters in 

the movie using swear words in to insult purpose, therefore the researcher can 

conclude that in this research there are no swear word used to insult purposes. 

4.5.7 To show Endearment 

 Scene 7# 

Lewenden over at looks Hendrick, who's sat next to him crying, Hendrick puts 

his hand over Lewenden's hand as he tries to hold the blood coming out of his 

abdomen, Lewenden then spasms and looks at Ottway as he slowly breaths his 

last breath and died. 

Flannery: Is he just fucking died? 

   He is fucking died, didn‟t he? 

The purpose was to show term of endearment. He showed that he was 

expressing emotions. He was shock that Lawenden died. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

 

 

4.6 Discussion 

The grey was one of the movie has spoken six of categories swear word. 

They are copulative, excretory, irregularities, animal, body function and mother in 

law. The researcher considered the grey movie that prefers to utter the words that 

have one sylable, such as ss, bullshit, shit, motherfucker and fuck. furthermore, 

the words are easy to remember and speak. Copulative is the highest one, and it is 

possible for the characters to utter those words outside the movies.   

It is also unique term which the word fuckconsists in. It only has one 

syllable to say. The other unique of fuck is that this word is not too offensive, 

which means when someone says this word, the target or society will not mind 

much about it, because it is not physical or racial insulting which is not good for 

humanity. 

The research also related to the Islamic religion. The research told about 

the category of swears word to say and also the purpose of each category. Reading 

this research, the researcher hopes to the readers can understand how God learn to 

us. He knew everything better for us.  There was a statement: 

Indeed a servant utter one word Allah blessed that he did not think that 

would get so so recorded by his pleasure of Allah for the person up to the 

day of Judgment. And a man said one word wrath of God Almighty that he 

thought would not be so, then God Almighty such a record it until the Day 

of Judgment. (Narrated by Tirmidhi and he said the hadith is hasan 

saheeh; was also narrated by Ibn Majah) 



 

 

 

 

 


